WARRANTY:
Please read the following information regarding the warranty of Aussie Feeders trailers and feeders
Warranty is only valid to the original purchaser on the tax invoice the warranty is not transferrable to another owner
12 months warranty is included from time of purchase all trailers are covered by 12 month warranty
Aussie Feeders trailers/feeders comes with guarantees that cannot be excluded under the Australian Consumer Law.
The warranty of the trailer/feeder will not apply if the trailer/feeder has been misused or abused or damaged in an
accident, fair wear and tear, misuse, weather damage and unauthorised repairs
There is no warranty on the reflector lights, tyres, rims or wheel bearings and jockey leg
It is the owner’s responsibility to check all moving parts of the trailer/feeder this includes after use that the wheel
nuts are checked and tightened on a regular basis
The standard warranty parts & labour covers the trailer for a period of 12 months from the delivery date this
excludes replaceable items including filters, oils, lubricants, clutches, brake discs and linings. It also excludes belts,
hoses, glass and light bulbs. It also excludes the items covered by component manufacturer warranty such as
supplied batteries, tyres, pumps and the hydraulics.
Aussie Feeders is not responsible for second hand equipment, modified equipment not approved by Aussie Feeders,
normal wear and tear, hydraulic pumps and hydraulic hoses and cylinders.
Warranty exclusions:
Defects caused by user negligence or failure to comply with video owner manual user guide on website
Defects caused by misuse or abuse
Defects caused by the use of unapproved attachments or unapproved improvements
Tyres, tubes and batteries
Damage or defects caused by accident, theft, fire, flood, vandalism, or an act of God.
Transport of replacement parts not included
Transport of trailer not included
Cost of rental replacement not included
Equipment declared as a total loss
Any additional labour charges not included
We will not warrant the cost of repairs or replacements other than the authorised Aussie Feeders dealers
We do not warrant the cost of parts, cleaning adjustments, service calls and clean up
If any of the following occurs the above warranty will be void immediately
1. The use of any replacement part that is not a genuine manufacturers brand or authorized part approved by
Aussie Feeders.
2. Failure by the owner of the trailer/ feeder to regularly maintain and service the trailer/feeder as per
operator’s manual/ web video during the warranty timeframe.
3. Misuse or abuse of trailer.

